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	The scientific literature on the Hardy-Leray inequality, also known as the uncertainty principle, is very extensive and scattered. The Hardy-Leray potential shows an extreme spectral behavior and a peculiar influence on diffusion problems, both stationary and evolutionary. In this book, a big part of the scattered knowledge about these different behaviors is collected in a unified and comprehensive presentation.
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Unity Game Development ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2014

	Write efficient C# scripts to create modular key game elements that are usable for any kind of Unity project


	About This Book

	
		Write customizable scripts that are easy to adjust to suit the needs of different projects
	
		Combine your knowledge of modular scripting elements to build a complete...
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Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2013

	Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control offers a new perspective of control system design. Instead of relying solely on the formulation of more effective LMIs, which is the widely adopted approach in existing LMI-related studies, this cutting-edge book calls for a systematic modification and...
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Flask By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Unleash the full potential of the Flask web framework by creating simple yet powerful web applications


	About This Book

	
		The most up-to-date book on Flask on the market
	
		Create your own world-class applications and master the art of Flask by unravelling its enigma through this journey

...
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Financial Analysis with Microsoft ExcelCengage Learning, 2011

	Now readers can master their Excel 2010 skills while establishing a strong understanding of contemporary corporate finance. Mayes/Shank's FINANCIAL ANALYSIS WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL 2010, 6E shows today's reader how to tap into some of Excel 2010's most powerful tools to solve real financial problems. The book's solid content...
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Frommer's Spain 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
As a team of veteran travel writers, Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince have produced various titles for Frommer’s, including guides to Italy, France, England, and Germany. A film critic, columnist, and broadcaster, Porter is also a Hollywood biographer. His recent releases include Brando Unzipped, documenting the private life of Marlon...
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ASP.NET Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution, Visual Basic .NET EditionWrox Press, 2003
ASP.NET Website Programming shows you how to build an interactive  website from design to deployment.

Packed with solutions to website programming problems, this book will have  you building well-engineered, extendable ASP.NET websites quickly and  easily.

This book is for developers who use ASP.NET and Visual Basic .NET...
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